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Abstract. Optimal growth as well as branching of axons and dendrites is critical for the nervous system function. Neuritic length, arborization, and growth rate determine the innervation properties of neurons and define each cell’s computational capability. Thus, to investigate the nervous system function, we need to develop methods and instrumentation techniques capable of quantifying various aspects of neural network formation: neuron process extension, retraction, stability, and branching. During the last three decades, fluorescence microscopy has yielded enormous advances in our understanding of neurobiology. While fluorescent markers provide valuable specificity to imaging, photobleaching, and phototoxicity often limit the duration of the investigation. Here, we used spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM) to measure quantitatively neurite outgrowth as a function of cell confluence. Because it is label-free and nondestructive, SLIM allows for long-term investigation over many hours. We found that neurons exhibit a higher growth rate of neurite length in low-confluence versus medium- and high-confluence conditions. We believe this methodology will aid investigators in performing unbiased, nondestructive analysis of morphometric neuronal parameters. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE)
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1 Introduction

Since the 1870s, when the first brain cell, the neuron, was isolated from its neighbors and identified by Golgi’s “black reaction” stain, scientists have been trying to characterize and understand the complexity of neuronal structure, network connectivity, and function. Today, neuroscientists work with cell cultures because the technique provides direct access to neurons for the experimental manipulation, observation, and imaging. Cell morphology and neurite (axonal and dendritic) growth (length), retraction (shrinking), and arborization (number and branch pattern) are well-studied properties of neurons that are used to assess the overall health of neurons, as well as the toxicity of potentially hazardous chemicals and environmental conditions. Digital holographic microscopy and optical diffraction tomography have been used to quantitatively image and analyze neurons across a wide range of timescales (ms to h) in neuronal cultures. The current techniques used to quantify these characteristics depend on cell-permeant dyes, fluorescent probes, immunostaining, and advanced imaging technologies and, thus, are time consuming, costly, subjective, and error prone. Furthermore, there is a lack of adequate tools for rapid quantitative analysis of massive image files compatible with high-throughput analysis. In this report, we use spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM), a noncontact, label-free, specialized quantitative phase imaging technique, and NeuronJ, a semi-automated tracing program, to image and quantify neurite outgrowth. For a brief review of the various biomedical studies using SLIM, see Refs. 14–26. This methodology is unique because it provides the means to image many living neurons over time. We analyzed ~160 neurons and more than 1000 neurites in a 60-mm glass-bottomed dish over 28.4 h, across a range of low, medium, and high cell confluence conditions. SLIM provides the means to collect large data sets of single-cell analysis, cell-to-cell interactions, and network dynamics of living neurons over time via a nondestructive (i.e., no lysis or fixation required) and unbiased quantitative method.

2 Materials and Method

2.1 Cell Culture Preparation

Cortical neurons obtained from the referenced source were cultured, maintained, and processed from postnatal (P0 to P1) C57BL/6 mice as previously described. Frozen neurons were thawed rapidly at 37°C and plated on poly-D-lysine-coated 60-mm glass-bottomed petri dishes. Cultures (1 × 10⁶ cells/cm²) were initially incubated with a plating media containing 86.55% MEM Eagle’s with Earle’s BSS (Lonza), 10% fetal bovine serum (refiltered, heat inactivated; Thermofisher), 0.45% of 20% (wt/vol) glucose, 1 × 100-mM sodium pyruvate (100x; Sigma), 1 × 200-mM glutamine (100x; Sigma), and 1 × penicillin/streptomycin (100x; Sigma) for 4 h at 37°C and 5% CO2. The cells were then grown in standard maintenance media containing neurobasal growth medium supplemented with B-27 (Invitrogen),
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1% 200-mM glutamine (Invitrogen), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen) at 37°C, in the presence of 5% CO₂. Half the media was aspirated twice a week and replaced with fresh maintenance media warmed to 37°C. Live imaging studies took place on days in vitro 3.

2.2 Spatial Light Interference Microscopy of Cell Cultures

Images were acquired with an SLIM system. The system is composed of the SLIM attachment module (Cell Vista SLIM Pro, Phi Optics, Inc.) attached to a commercial phase contrast microscope (Axio Observer Z1, Zeiss). The SLIM module contains a 4/f lens system and a spatial light modulator (SLM). As the scattered and reference beam integrate at the image plane, SLIM provides four phase shifts to the reference beam at increments of π/2 (90 deg, 180 deg, 270 deg, and 360 deg). As a result, four images corresponding to each phase shift are recorded sequentially by the complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor camera (sCMOS) camera (Fig. 1). The recorded intensity images are then combined to produce one image that yields quantitative phase maps of the sample [Figs. 2(a)–2(d)]. With these phase maps, information about the sample’s thickness, density, and refractive index can be extracted in a label-free, unbiased, and nondestructive mode. For a review on QPI, see Ref. 30. Kandel et al. provided more information about the SLIM operation.

2.3 Neuron J

Neurites emerging from soma were individually traced and measured using the semiautomated tracing NeuronJ program. NeuronJ is a free image analysis software distributed by the National Institutes of Health as a plugin for ImageJ. Morphometric data were collected on a cell-by-cell basis. After tracing each neurite and assigning the type of neurite (primary axon, primary dendrite, and secondary and tertiary neurites for example), the tracings appeared color coded; see Figs. 2(e)–2(g). The neurite data were assigned to clusters according to neurite type and batch processed by NeuronJ; a text file containing neurite length measurements was generated for each neuron traced, and a snapshot of tracings overlaid on the neuron was saved as a TIFF file [Figs. 2(e)–2(g)]. Measurements were then averaged to obtain the average number of neurites per neuron, the mean neurite length per neuron, and the mean neurite length per neurite. Neurites with ambiguous origin, i.e., those...
that appeared to emerge or contact multiple cell bodies, were not included in the analysis.

3 Results

At the time of plating, the cells appeared to be spherical in shape with no apparent neurites. Following the exchange of plating media to maintenance media, thin neurites emerged from a portion of the cell bodies. By 24 h, most of the cells were multipolar and had between one and three long neurites (Fig. 2). The neurons resembled those described in previous studies; they typically had small round cell bodies (20 to 30 μm in diameter).27 Plating density increased along a radial gradient. In the low- and medium-confluence regions, the morphological properties of individual cells could easily be distinguished and acquired. In the high-confluence regions, the complexity of shingling, a phenomenon whereby neurites overlap substantially,33 and clustering of cell bodies prevented accurate neurite length measurements. Additionally, neurites with ambiguous origin, i.e., those that appeared to emerge or contact multiple cell bodies, were not included in the analysis. Figures 2(a)–2(c) show representative SLIM images of single fields of view at low, medium, and high confluences. The corresponding ImageJ tracings are shown in Figs. 2(d)–2(g). The neurites were color coded such that axons are red, secondary neurites coming off the primary axon are yellow, tertiary neurites are cyan, dendrites are blue, and secondary branches projecting from the dendrites are green. We designated the longest neurite of a constant diameter as the axon. Dendrites are thicker (up to 5 μm at their base) and tapered over their entire length. Quantitative analysis of neurite length in microns, averaged per neuron and per neurite, over 28.4 h is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a), average neurite length, per neuron in low- (black circles) and medium- (red squares) confluence conditions is measured. We found that there is a steady increase in neurite length over time both in low- and medium-confluence areas. However, the growth rate is higher in the low-confluence areas. This result indicates that neurons, which are far away from neighboring neurons, are extending their neurites more to find and connect to the adjacent neurons. The high-confluence data were omitted in Fig. 3(a) because the clustering and overlapping of soma margins, as well as shingling, made it difficult to measure neurite length accurately and identify neurite origin. The average neurite length, over time, in various confluence regions is shown in Fig. 3(b). There is a steady increase in neurite length in both low- and medium-confluence areas, but the high-confluence regions indicate essentially no growth. The average neurite length at low confluence shows a faster growth rate. In high-confluence areas, the length of neurites shows no overall length growth. This is most likely because neurons in this region already have stable and committed connections with other cells.

Figure 4 shows separately the average axonal and dendritic neurite outgrowth length from the primary cortical neurons over time. In Fig. 4(a), average axon length in low- and medium-confluence conditions is shown. We find that there is a steady increase in average axon length in both low- and medium-confluences. However, the average axon growth rate is higher in the low-confluence regions. This result indicates that neurons that are far away from their neighboring neurons extend their axons farther and grow at an increased rate to find and connect to more distant located neurons. In Fig. 4(b), the average dendrite length in low- and medium-confluence conditions is shown. We find that there is a steady increase in dendrite length in low but not in medium-confluence cells. This result indicates that dendrites show more dynamic changes. They sometimes
grow and shrink (i.e., they appear and disappear more readily over time). This is consistent with what we observe. In addition to neurite outgrowth, we also observe retraction of neurites. At low confluence, the number of dendrites varied from 118 to 160 over the 28.4 h of imaging, while in the areas of medium confluence, the number of dendrites ranged from 196 to 227 over the 28.4 h. Again, high-confluence regions were not analyzed because the overcrowding of cell bodies and shingling of neurites made it impossible to determine neurite origin or length (growth path).

Figure 5 shows the probability distribution for the change in neurite length in low- [Figs. 5(a), 5(d), and 5(f)], medium- [Figs. 5(b), 5(e), and 5(g)], and high-[Fig. 5(c)] confluence conditions. This is reported as frequency across 22 different time frames, for which the histograms of neurite length change are shown in Fig. 5. In low-confluence areas, each neurite increased its length on average by $0.3 \mu m/h$ [Fig. 5(a)], its axon length by $1.25 \mu m/h$ [Fig. 5(d)], and its dendrite length by $0.15 \mu m/h$ [Fig. 5(f)]. In medium-confluence conditions, each neurite increased its length on average by $0.23 \mu m/h$ [Fig. 5(b)], its axon length by $1.00 \mu m/h$ [Fig. 5(e)], and its dendrite by $0.05 \mu m/h$ [Fig. 5(g)]. Figure 5(c) shows that on average neurite length in the high-confluence regions decreased by $0.03 \mu m$ over time. These results indicate that over time, all types of neurites increase in length in low- and medium-confluence areas. All neurites in low-confluence areas increase at a faster rate than in the medium-confluence conditions. Thus, as expected, proximity of neuron neighbors influences neurite length and neurite outgrowth rate.

4 Summary and Discussion

Neurite outgrowth is an important morphological phenotype that correlates with neuron cell function and cell health. The field of axonal and dendritic process development is rapidly expanding, and we are just starting to elucidate the dynamic molecular underpinnings of synapse formation. Additionally, the molecular modes of neurite degeneration are being studied rigorously. Thus, we need imaging technologies and computational methods capable of analyzing the data in an unbiased and nondestructive way. However, the available approaches rely largely on destructive and tedious sample preparation methodologies including multiple sample washing, fixing, and permeabilization steps and subjective imaging techniques (e.g., calcine AM fluorescence and beta-III tubulin immunostaining).

We used SLIM to measure neurite outgrowth as a function of cell confluence, over time, in living neurons. SLIM provides a nondestructive, unbiased, full field of view, and multiparametric assessment tool of the neuronal neurite outgrowth. Thus, SLIM is tailored to measure cell-specific features, such as neurite outgrowth, and provides a high-throughput functionality to measure neurite dynamics. Both high irradiation and fluorescence microscopy cause elevated levels of phototoxicity that
permanently damage cells and neurons.9,10 The SLIM system, on the other hand, does not cause significant phototoxicity to cells. We believe that this methodology will aid investigators in performing unbiased and sophisticated analysis of morphometric neuronal parameters. This is especially important because monitoring neurite outgrowth changes due to culture conditions and drug treatments is among the most widely performed phenotypic assays used today.39 Previous studies reveal promising research for live neuronal patterning upon designer substrates. Researchers are now unraveling the effects of various biomaterials on neuronal cell behavior. For example, the surface charges influence cell morphology and migration. In the future, we plan to utilize pyroelectricity techniques for micro-object patterning as well as LiNbO3 and lithium niobate as a neuron substrate to quantify and measure biomaterial-induced changes in cell behavior.36-40 These platform technologies can be combined with SLIM for probing neuronal behaviors, such as neurite outgrowth and branching, at the subcellular level in topographically and chemically controlled environments. Using SLIM to quantitatively measure neurite outgrowth dynamics in a broader context has the potential to help elucidate the complex environmental and intrinsic signals that regulate and modulate neuritic outgrowth, pruning, and arborization—the substrate for neuronal function.
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